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Dear Mountain Lakers:

Here's our "Yearbook" for 1969. I'm sorry to be so long in getting the ECHOES to you. Of course, those of you who have been with me longer know that promises for October delivery of the ECHOES or "just as soon as I get back to the University" has usually meant before Christmas!

Actually I have good excuses this time. I have only recently returned from a national tour selling Golden Retriever puppies. Then, upon my return, Dr. Bell's pictures arrived; and another two or three weeks were required in cutting, pasting and decision-making. There were some pictures I just couldn't leave out -- Hello, Debbie!

For those of you planning to return to Mountain Lake next summer, Dr. Murray has arranged an excellent faculty:

**FIRST TERM: June 10 through July 14**

- **Algology**
  - Dr. Francis K. Trainor
  - University of Connecticut

- **Herpetology**
  - Dr. Harry G. Jopson
  - Bridgewater College

- **Invertebrate Physiology**
  - Dr. Fred A. Diehl
  - University of Virginia

- **Taxonomy of Seed Plants**
  - Dr. A. Murray Evans
  - University of Tennessee

**SECOND TERM: July 16 through August 18**

- **Animal Behavior**
  - Dr. Richard B. Hemmes
  - Duke University

- **Ecological Genetics**
  - Dr. David A. West
  - Virginia Polytechnic Institute

- **Mammalogy**
  - Dr. Charles O. Handley, Jr.
  - U. S. National Museum

- **Pteridology**
  - Dr. Warren H. Wagner, Jr.
  - University of Michigan

I hope many of you can take advantage of this program. As in the past, service awards and NSF scholarships will be available.

In closing, I wish to thank the faculty and students for a most pleasant summer. I hope that all of you found your stay at Mountain Lake profitable and I hope you will return as often as you can. My very best wishes to you all for the coming year.

Sincerely,

J. Kloepel
Mountain Lake

1969

Biological Station
"From the frying pan into the fire," -- DAVID's favorite; across the hall was a "newtist" colony; "Ch, Mrs. OWINGS!!"; Dr. FAYE: "Two Chinese scientists, Porter and Jones..."; JESS's special chair; coffee always boiling; LORRIE: "Anyone care for a piece of chewing gum?"! DAVID running down the path yelling, "It's over!!"; Peromycases running loose in the lab; Those red efts never did migrate, did they?; noisy chickens; Beware ether--no smoking; "Germs, Jesus Christ, and Santa Claus--none of which I've ever seen!"--one of Mrs. OWINGS' gems; Dr. BELL stopping in to ask "how's your glands?"; Dr. FAYE: "Today we are going to discuss sexual development." DAVID: "But Dr. FAYE, when do we get to the dirty part!"

There were eight of us: Jess, Mrs. OWINGS, Evelyn, Lorrie, Andrew, Lyfe, Cliff, and Joan--our lab assistant (whether she knew it or not!)

The "gang" worked in what one might call a do-it-yourself lab. Who ever thought we'd end up with a shaker by bubbling the air hose in our sink! Even Dr. Bell helped our cause with two clothespins for our dehydrating contraption--a favor which we later rewarded him with some dried frogs for his very own.

But what truly made the course unforgettable was Dr. Frye's tremendous enthusiasm for biology and his subtle wit. He showed a genuine interest in his students that was greatly appreciated. Those parties were fun, too!! (Thank you, Dr. and Mrs. Frye and the small Fryes.)

DAVID: "Yes, but when do we get to the dirty part?"

Lorrie Harvey
Andrew Johnston
Could there really be 240 species of crane flies in a 5-mile radius of Mt. Lake? Ask Dr. Byers if you don't believe it – rather, ask the members of the Ent. Class!!!!!!!

"The only organisms that have wings that are not simply modified walking appendages are Angels, Elves, Fairies, Pegasus and Insects." Thus began the lecture on "How to Fly".

M.U. – (Russian abbreviation) meaning Most Unfortunate.

It seems the Entomology Class had a special use for purple T.P. (toilet paper), in their killing jars??!!!

Adeline gave Dr. Byers the biggest chocolate-covered doorknob he'll ever see. Speaking of chocolate-covered doorknobs, Dick got his share of them by having to clean out dirty aquatic insect dishes.

Remember 7 tests in 5 weeks!!

The class may have never gone on collecting trips had it not been for Nelson. It seems he had a way with the gears on narrow roads and along ledges. When Nelson wasn't in the lab, he and Ken could always be found on the tennis courts. Ken absolutely LOVED drawing the external anatomy of the grasshopper. Any comment, Red?

Just ask Judy how to put out fires in cars. She has more than first-hand experience. Judy, that was quite a day at the gas station. I bet you never forget to carry your pocketbook with you when you go into Pembroke again!!!!

Who in the class but Anne received bugs in her letters from her husband. Anne's imagination and talent resulted in a delightful party for Dr. Byers.

George contributed to the party with his aedeagus and ovipositor key. What were you really expecting at Mt. Lake that caused you to turn around and go back to Blacksburg? Do you still take catnaps in class???

Whenever there was any sort of confusion in lecture, Kathy always asked the questions we didn't even know how to state. You don't know what a help you were.

Shirley Howard always had bugs that no one else could imagine existed.

Adeline was always dreaming of bugs. Are you still having that problem???
Shirley Wells could always be seen with an aquatic net trying to get aquatic larvae.

Dr. Byers has this thing about an old hat and using upper and lower case letters in the same word.

Elaine Kurtz probably won't look for termites if all she finds are copperheads. Mt. Lake had an extra tickle when it was 6:30 a.m.

Numerous times Dr. Bell saved our class from, how shall I say it, Falling Asleep. No other class can brag about taking a morning off to go swimming, just because the sun was shining, isn't that right, Dr. Bell?

Could it be possible that Emily has grown accustomed to her compound eyes? Emily was always busy with her table in the dining hall, and when not there, she was collecting moths and butterflies.

After hardworking days, Dr. Byers entertained his Ent. class with numerous organ preludes, sonatas, etc. Remember "O Holy Night" in the middle of July, "America the Beautiful", "Swanee", and, oh, we can't forget the concerts conducted, directed, and presented by our illustrious song-master, George.

The following is the song, written by Shirley Wells, Shirley Howard, Kathy ---- etc. for Dr. Byers' Party.

(Sung to the tune of the Blue-Tiled Fly)
we came to you 5 weeks ago
To learn of bugs from head to toe
And so with glue and labels and pins
On a big assignment we did begin.

Chorus:
5 whole weeks, we've plenty of time
To catch our bugs and put 'em in line
With nets and bottles of cyanide
The bugs decided 'twas best to hide.

The second week had several highlights
One of which was counting mites
A trip down the mountain was made real quick
To collect some bugs at Sinking "Crick".

Chorus:
3 more weeks, not as much time
To catch our bugs and put 'em in line
And so we swatted those nets around
And beat the bugs right to the ground.
The last 2 weeks went zipping by
we learned about wings and how to fly
But our tarsi just would not leave the ground
So to the lab we're "insect bound".

Chorus:
The session is drawing to an end
we're so tired we can hardly "pin"
But after 5 weeks we've got the gist
Of how to become 'n entomologist!!!!!!!

WELL, why NOT???????????

Elaine L. Kurtz
ORNITHOLOGY

Members of the Ornithology class at Mountaint Lake this summer were: Eileen Anderson, Mary Ann Angleberger, Julie Armbrister, Monte Barger, Sallie Briggs, Martha Frances Herrin, Don Hornung, Bob Hunter, Alison McNaughtan, Walter Jedwid, Jack Ahoton, Joe Taliaferro, Pat Tedesco, and Tom Wampler.

Webster defines ornithology as "the branch of zoology dealing with birds". In the satiated five weeks this summer at Mountaint Lake, the ornithology class dealt with just about every aspect of bird life, ranging from the stuffing of birds to learning how to imitate the call of the barred owl.

Many field trips were taken throughout the course. During the morning, short trips were usually taken on or near the station grounds. The modified deciduous forest around the station make it possible for flourishing bird life. The class found approximately twenty-five species nesting on the ten-acre station compound. Longer field trips were taken in the afternoon. This gave the class an opportunity to observe and study birds living at lower elevation. At the end of the five weeks, data had been collected on about seventy-five species of birds.

One requirement of the course consisted of selecting a nest while it was under construction and writing an extensive paper describing nest-building, egg-laying, incubation, hatching, physical and psychological developing of the young, and the study of parental care. This project required many hours of attentive observation and members of the class could frequently be seen sitting in a "brush pile" observing their particular bird.

Setting up mist nets for the purpose of catching and banding birds proved to be an interesting experience for members of the class. Mist nets were set up two times during the five-week period. The first nets were placed in a spruce bog about one-half mile off the station grounds. Many different birds were caught ranging from an oven bird to a red-breasted grosbeak. Since the nets had to be checked each half hour, members of the class got plenty of exercise walking down to the bog.

A day was set aside for the purpose of learning how to stuff birds. This proved to be an unique experience for the class. One member of the class, Tom Wampler, had previous experience in bird mounting and stuffing. An Indigo Bunting mounted by Tom will be placed in the laboratory lobby.

While walking through the woods on a field trip one afternoon, a barred owl flew over our heads in such a manner that only a silhouette view of it was seen. Intrigued by the huge bird, members of the class wanted a better view of the owl and insisted that Dr. Johnston give out his famous barred owl call to bring
the bird in closer. The song of the barred owl goes something like this: "who cooks for you—who cooks for you all." After hearing Dr. Johnston calling the owl, Mary Ann Angleberger was inspired to write the following poem dedicated it to Dr. Johnston.

On top of the mountain
All covered with fog
we walked with Doc Johnston
way down to the bog.

Singing who cooks for you—who cooks for you all
Singing who cooks for you—who cooks for you all.

we set up our mist nets
But to our surprise
Found no indigo bunting
For they are too wise.

Singing who cooks for you—who cooks for you all
Singing who cooks for you—who cooks for you all.

we rode down the mountain
Stopped under some trees
To eat lots of cherries
And look at /ves.

Singing who cooks for you—who cooks for you all
Singing who cooks for you—who cooks for you all.

we went to the valley
And there we did see
Just potfulls of birdies
A sittin' in trees.

Singing who cooks for you—who cooks for you all
Singing who cooks for you—who cooks for you all.

we watched o'er our bird nests
With much T.L.C.
And wrote down the happenings
For you to read.

Singing who cooks for you—who cooks for you all
Singing who cooks for you—who cooks for you all.

The chimbley sweep will
Go down in fame
Like chestnut-sided's
As Jack will acclaim

Singing who cooks for you—who cooks for you all
Singing who cooks for you—who cooks for you all.
But none can deny when
It comes to the test
Doc Johnston's barred owl
Surpasses the rest.

Singing who cooks for you—who cooks for you all
Singing who cooks for you—who cooks for you all.

To members of the class, it was a great honor to have had
Dr. Johnston as professor of the course. Dr. Johnston is a
distinguished and noted ornithologist from the University of
Florida. He not only made the course stimulating and interest-
ing but instilled in his class a desire to become more knowledge-
able about bird life.

Jack Ahoton
LAMENT OF A FIELD BIOLOGIST
by George W. Folkerts

(Reprinted from Turtox News,
posted on dining hall bulletin board)

My former choice collecting spots
Are shopping center parking lots.
The meadow, once abuzz with bee,
Is still now, thanks to DDT.
Shades of Rachel Carson...
Whatever will become of me?

The glen where trilliums lolled in shade
And toadlets hopped, and chipmunks played,
In a watery grave has lain for years
Browed by the Corps of Engineers.
My wild world is sinking fast...
Whatever will become of me?

The marsh, a haunt of coots and rails
Where Typha waved and wagged its tails
Succumbed to an ignominious fate
It's a cloverleaf on the Interstate.
Nature heaves a dying breath...
Whatever will become of me?

Clear birch-edged stream with fauna rank
With iris blue upon your bank
Your poisoned pools I now scan
My seine haul yields one Falstaff can.
Everything I love is gone...
Whatever will become of me?

The fields are being, with great precision
Transformed into a subdivision
The eagle falls, the lily dies
And on the road a 'possum lies.
No doubt what will become of me...
Molecular Biology.
(a fate worse than death...
added by anonymous .Mtn. Laker)
VOLLEYBAWL

Gary over here by request. Y'all hurtin', huh? Too much spin! Ouch! The sun's wicked! Hey, let's play a game. Worked well yesterday, didn't it? Yea, we beat ya...put her in the middle...Are we pinging? O.K., let's go! No, we're volleying. Wait! Just once more. Beautiful. Good, good...Oh! good grief! (as ball sails into ferns) Andrew, yer good tonight. What's the score? Four to five! I got it! (ball hits ground) Umph... ugh...puff, puff... Five to one? One to five? Oh, dear! oops... I got it. Oh*%&&•%%&; wheeeeee...I'm warmed up! Don't. That's not safe. What's the score? Right to two. Oh! Sorry! (injured player removed from court, dirt kicked over blood). That sun is wicked. Alright. Nice. Lucky. Way to be. Six to eight. Good play. Nice. Set 'em up. Oh! the gnats! the sun! They're no-see-ums! Out, Out! good...what a set up! that's ten. Pretty. Nice. Beautiful. That wasn't out, was it? No, it was good. Good shot! Do you want to join us? Go in the center...Ann's in the net! Oh! Sorry Andrew...Oh*%&&•%%&;... What's the score now? Eight to two. The queen can help! Go Queenie...what a woman! Sorry Jack. You can only hit it once! But girls can hit it twice! Not in this game. Ten to seven. Oops. Sorry! Someone was in the net! It was John! Yer serve. Have you heard; Let's go, Andrew. Typist at two dollars an hour. Who's that? What's the score? Bouncing Betty Levin, of course. Such a deal!! Twelve to ten. I even aimed that one. Give it to me! Whump... Lary Ann, just because you are wearing glasses, we still know you... Good serve, missed by two inches. Eighteen! Over! Twenty. Twenty-one coming up... we'll take Walter. You ain't got nothing if we don't give it to ya! Let's change sides. I'm looking forward to that. It's gonna be a good game...Loosen up! Let's go Nelson. That was four hits! No, it wasn't! I didn't hit it...well, it sure looked it! Alright, alright. Till it! Get in there. Good show... foot ball. Good Lary Beth, way to play. Good move. I got it... ohhh... plop,whunk... uffph. Oh blast! I didn't say that! Just because you use words like that! All I say is phooey. Richard, stop preying on people! Good hit, Betsy. Oh, kittens. Jesus, get it. Alright! Who are you visiting here? Dr. hobbs is my father. Oh! Fourteen to ten. Set it up! He just served. Let's get up front...Yeah Andrew... way to be... Up with it. Jim, those are the breaks boy! Pick on someone your own size, Gary. Two fingers. Sorry Sallie! Game! Is it game? Did we lose again?
THE ENDLESS ORGY

(A play in three acts)

LOCATION: You mean you don't know either?

DRAMATIC PERSONS:
  haggus, played by Allison
  Plant, played by Dr. Bell
  Irving, played by Dr. Riopel
  (Plus anyone else foolish enough to drop in)

ACT I:

Scene 1: The lawn of Mountain Lake Biological Station, a bustling suburb of Pembroke, Virginia, world's center for cave production. Haggus, Plant, and Irving are engaged in a bit of intellectual tete a tete. (Actually, it doesn't have a thing to do with the rest of the play, but it does represent the level of minds to be found lurking around)

HAGGUS: You're always saying nasty things about me, Plant and it's just not fare.

PLANT: I'll drink to that!

HAGGUS: You degenerate Americans.

IRVING: Now, now, this is just not right. I will not have this constant bickering among my slaves.

PLANT: You degenerate Northeners.

HAGGUS: Well, I must go to the lab. Josephine and Napoleon Bonaparte (played here by Walt and Mary Beth, respectively) must be bathed. Good bye, sweet Plant.

PLANT: Is that a promise?

ACT II

Scene 1: The wreck room. (Was that Wasteland or Waste Land, Mr. Eliot?) Another of those wild (?) parties is going on. Haggus doth sleep (for the 89th consecutive hour) on the bed. Plant is asleep (but still a country boy) on the bed. Irving is asleep on the bed. Come to think of it, everybody is asleep on the bed. That lab alcohol really breaks up parties, huh, Plant? Suddenly, HAIR
(played by some unfortunate cretin affectionately called John) bursts into the room.

HAIK: The Plethodonts are coming, the Plethodonts are coming!

DR. BROOKS: (who is perfectly able to play himself, thank you.) This can mean but one thing--the endemics are seeking new land to conquer. we must hasten and plant a spruce-fir forest in their way to stop them. Or is that oak-hickory?

THOMAS: I've a better idea. we'll scoop them up in one fowl swoop and engage some unmerciful creature of the night to devour them in a single sadistic gulp. Now I just happen to know of this black and white furry thing in the back of a cave...

MARY: (from the house of Thomas) Now you're all just getting all upset. Let's all go to my apartment and discuss it, intelligently, over 14 gallons of coffee.

MARY ANN and RICHARD: (feigning a choral speaking group) Perhaps if we could weave 173 miles of extra-thin mist net...

MONTE: (speedily) Don't be ridiculous, net would never suffice to contain a raging Plethodont. what we need is an expert trapper. Now, having had some experience with trapping various and sundry species of cat...

BILL: Maybe a vole-squad would be in order. Were we to capture 3100 cannableistic voles, trained to become furious at the sight of a Plethodont...

LEE and CAROLYN: whatever happens, be sure to save one corpse so we can key it out. Nothing worse than a Plethodont traversing life without an identity.

BETSY, SALLY and ETHYL: (somewhat in unison) All these plans are totally without reason. we shall personally and valiantly lead them to certain death in the depths of Tawney's Cave. And should we ourselves never return...

IRVING: (remember him?) No, we could never sentence your young, precious bodies to such a fate. There must be some better use for them. Alas, there is but one answer: we shall incur a backward advance off the mountain.

HAIR: But we've only been here ten weeks!
IRVING: It makes nihil difference. we and our prodigy, er, progeny will leave on the morrow.

And so the tradition was founded. Each summer since, a select (?) handful of people make their way to the top of Salt Pond Mountain and spend ten weeks in worship of Nature, in remembrance of the future attempt to colonize the mountain.

ACT III

Scene 1: A lonely figure hunches over his work, trying to figure out how in the heck he can make this into a three-act play, as advertised. Obviously, there is no way, but a single thought assaults his brain and bursts onto the page: TODAY, MOUNTAIN LAKE; TOMORROW THE WORLD!

John Bazuin
Bill Evans
"Are we all here?", Dr. Alexopoulos begins. "No? Where is our friend from the north?"

"Otto saw him at breakfast," says Fred.

This was not an unusual happening for the lecture part of the day as Danyl was generally the last to arrive.

"It's about time," the doctor said with his usual grin. "We've been waiting for you."

Danyl recovered by his usual tactic, "For me? Oh, how kind."

After the class had settled back to silence, Dr. Alexopoulos began to describe the phylogenetic importance of Dipodascus, one of the members of the sub-class Hemiascomycetidae. This possible link between the Zygomycetes and the Ascomycetes was thoroughly explored and a few generalized theories followed concerning evolution of the fungi using Dipodascus as an intermediary.

The class discussed certain points in review for the coming exam and especially the particular zygospore structure seen during the laboratory periods.

Dr. Alexopoulos reminded the class, "You will remember we looked at Absidia which has spine-like appendages." As this thought slowly recalled certain forms to the class, Dr. Alexopoulos drew a diagram on the board and a faint exclamation, "Groove", could be heard. He then asked, "What is another example of zygospore structure that has appendages?"

Nelson immediately answered, "Phycomyces."

"Yes, now what kind of appendages does Phycomyces have?", he continued.

There was a brief silence from the class and a little prompting was needed. "Antler-like" he said and drew a diagram for emphasis.

"Oh, groove."

"No!" he countered. "Freaky!"

Amid the uproar from the class, Dr. Alexopoulos began again. "Now in lab, you can review the slides, your notes or ask questions. I will be in the next room if you need me."
As he left the room, the great shuffle began as the apprentice mycologists looked through their respective culture collections in hopes of finding one to hand in for credit. As usual, Frank had something very unusual.

"John, come look at this. You will cry when you see these."

"What do you have, Frank?"

"I have produced another first, growing truffles in culture."

Fred looks with amazement and a little doubt and exclaims, "Goll-1-ee."

Dr. Alexopoulos quickly came back into the room to check on The Noise and Frank calls him over to see his culture. Dr. Alexopoulos looks and says with a slight grin, "This is beautiful. Put it in a moist chamber and make a Ridell Mount."

This last suggestion, although a very productive tool of study, always had a silencing effect on the class. Frank, not to be outdone, exclaims with force, "Life is too short for Ridell Mounts."

A defiance of this sort is one step from disaster and it could have been fatal except Julie (Alias Mother Cedar Waxwing) was bubbling over with the latest news on the Great Plasmodium.

"Dr. Alexopoulos" she said eagerly, "Did you realize the Great Plasmodium was out on the lawn last night?"

"Oh, really? Did you see it?"

"Yes, one of its little plasmodia had the hiccups and it gave it away."

Stories of this sort were very common during the length of the course and they were most prevalent just before exams.

Frank, looking a little pale after his bout with Ridell Mount, turned and said to Fred, "Well, Fred. It is time to leave. I have to go home to rest."

"Are you tired already Frank?"

"Yes, my rare tropical disease is affecting me."

As the two leave, the rest of the class scurries to clean up their own area and Dr. Alexopoulos enters and says, "You have one minute to ask any questions and then I leave. No questions? Goodbye." Eventually the last of the class stragglers out and heads for lunch.

John E. Cooper
I would just like to say how fascinating the celebrations of the last few days have been to us from Britain. It is the feeling of loving parents looking at the birthday or some such event of their adolescent child. Even though that child has been slightly wayward in the past, it is still a pleasure to see the approach to maturity of one of our offspring.

However, I feel it only right that there should be some perspective, that now is the appropriate time to introduce you all to some real history. To this end, after much consideration and deliberation we, that is, Sallie, Alison and myself, have deemed it fitting that, as a token of the typical British characteristic of forgiveness, that some award should be made to seal Anglo-American allegiance, to let by-gones be by-gones.

We felt it advisable to give this award to one individual and that he should be the representative here for all of you, who are on the wrong side of the Atlantic.

As you all know, the highest award given is the Knight Order of the Garter; and whether this esteemed award should be given at the present time was a painful and difficult decision to make. However, after much thought, we felt that we were indeed justified.

The history of the origins of this illustrious award are somewhat obscure, but a short sojourn in the archives of the Pembroke library perhaps provides some clue. I feel a certain tremble of excitement as I read to you this rare, nay unique document today, which incomodely was found on dusty shelves but a few miles from here. At the risk of sacrilege we have added a short last stanza to this epic of English literature to make it more relevant to the present context.

In days of old, when Knights were bold,  
And women sold for barter,  
The days were short, the nights were long,  
There was no need for garters.

In middle-ages I believe,  
Since Knights increased in number,  
The ladies they did have to wear  
A garter in their slumber.
But certain ladies were excused,
By means of Royal charter,
That their fine lords could have their fling,
If, he did wear the garter!

A certain man has come to light
Who fits this order well,
We think you know who that may be,
Of course, it's Doctor Bell!!
Gimme That Diploid Condition
(Tune: Gimme That Ole Time Religion)

Chorus: after each verse

Gimme that diploid condition
Gimme that diploid condition
Gimme that diploid condition, it's good enough for me.

1. There are autoallooctoploids
   There are autoallooctoploids
   There are autoallooctoploids, but that is not for me.

   Chorus:

2. Oh, the tetraploids are bigger ... (but that is not for me.)

3. Oh, the triploids they are sterile ... (and that is not for me.)

4. But a diploid it is basic ... (and it is good enough for me.)

5. It's been tried by natural selection ... (and it's good enough for me.)

6. It gives recombination ... (and it's good enough for me.)

7. It produces translocations ... (and it's good enough for me.)

8. It survives bad mutations ... (and it's good enough for me.)

9. It keeps the sexes equal ... (and it's good enough for me.)

10. It is seldom homozygous ... (but it's good enough for me.)

11. It was good enough for Darwin ... (and it's good enough for me.)

12. It gives us evolution ... (except in Tennessee.)

Sir C. R. Bell
Mountains Lake Virginia
1965
The utility building served not only as the sudsing site for clothes, but the gathering place for the *Maytag Morality Squad*, i.e., the females not enrolled in formal classes. Here, a committee was formed to award the coveted "Soapy" to those individuals who have distinguished themselves in the laundry room as well as in other Mountain Lake activities.

The "DRIVE" Soapy is for memorable *Maytag* use. This award could be bestowed upon either Joan Riopel or Laurie Johnston. Joan, whose summer family consisted at various times of in-laws, three children, one husband, twelve puppies, four nieces and nephews, one sister, and assorted guests, would win in the pounds laundered category. However, Laurie Johnston is uncontestably victorious in the number of hours spent actually operating the machine. To commemorate their valiant service, statues of Laurie and Joan are being carved in soapstone to be mounted on the faucets of the washtubs. Joan's head will adorn the hot tap and Laurie's the cold faucet.

However, the Soapy for this awards division goes to Dr. George Byers for sheer gallantry in making small talk with the ladies while sudsing his field clothes. It is rumored that Dr. Byers became so enthralled with the washer he intends to purchase a *Maytag* wringer for his wife and permit her to toss away her washboard.

The "ACTION" Soapy, which is the committee's equivalent to the Purple Heart, can be placed on the mantel of Carlton Hite. He coped with burned-out motors, over-sudsed machines, and "non-heating" dryers. Working with all the attractive, pleasant, uncomplaining women is just another fringe benefit for Carlton.

When Elizabeth Musselman heard that a Soapy was going to be offered for the largest object to pass successfully through the wringer, she wanted to insure her award by a showy display of wringing out her arm. While her sense of keen competition and drama is appreciated, the prize goes to Dolores Adler for successfully squeezing through the laundry-room hose and her now elliptically-shaped red umbrella which she used as a diaper stick. Elizabeth was disqualified for not permitting the entire object to pass through the wringer.

The Soapy Committee wishes to acknowledge ladies whose conduct was noteworthy although they were unable to distinguish themselves in the laundry room proper.

Betty Levin had no competition for the "BOLD" Soapy. She unabashedly wins this trophy for trying to wrest the shower curtain from an unidentified male in her apartment. Her utterings
of "Oh, I am soooo sorry" are simply not convincing since they were allegedly followed by a fiendish giggle and visage of smirking ecstasy.

In contrast to Betty's award is the "IVORY" Soapy for 99.44% pure conduct. Martha Rhoton was voted the trophy. The connoisseurs of the clothes line were quick to note the lack of undergarments from the Rhoton family. Martha explained that she couldn't bear to have other women gazing on Jack's underwear and clandestinely carried it to the dryer.

The competition for the "CHEER" Mother-of-the-Summer Soapy was undoubtedly the stiffest of all categories to judge. Jan McCormick, whose calls of "J-E-F-F-E-R-Y" are still reverberating off the walls of the mountain, was considered the front runner. She narrowly edged out Teeny Hite whose cries of "Ducky Doodles, Here Ducky Doodles" are immortal in their own right. Teeny was eliminated for her most unmotherly conduct of abandoning her charges while the family vacationed for a week. Margaret Willis seemed to be a perfect choice for the prize until Sara mysteriously disappeared for the last week of the session. It has been reliably reported that Margaret was seen locking up the trunk of her car muttering that she needed a vacation from her child.

Although Patti Johnston is not technically eligible for the "CHEER" award, she watched over more children than any other individual and wins it for stamina and service with a smile. Understandably, Patti has also taken a vow never to wed or be a mother on the basis of her experiences of the summer.

Athletic prowess was singled out at the strenuous Fourth of July competition, but one female deserves recognition for trying to reshape the girth and breadth of many. Lisa Frye cajoled ladies, dogs, and children into following her program of gentle jogging. For her efforts, she merits the "DASH" Soapy.

The "GAIN" Soapy for added poundage was copped by Edith Robertson and Irene Rowland. Now the twins didn't gain any weight, but they were directly responsible for everyone else putting on many ounces. Their tasty treats included squid and grits, squash sandwiches, and chocolate-covered crayfish.

The committee's final prize is the "BONUS" Soapy which goes to 'Miz' Earlene Bliss. She immortalized herself at the Mountain Lake Ladies Auxiliary Meeting by her non-entomological comments on flies. Earlene's Soapy will be fashioned into a replica of a clock commemorating her rare timing ability.

All winners should have received their awards in the mail prior to the publication of Echoes. If the trophies were not received, send vociferous complaints to Mr. Malcolm Levin, Department of Biology, V. P. I., Blacksburg. As former head of the grounds crew etc. etc., Malcolm is in charge of the distribution of all prizes.
SEMINARS

1st Semester, 1969

WEEKDAY SEMINARS

Thursday, June 19  Community Ecology: Granite Outcrops  
Dr. J. Frank McCormick  
University of North Carolina

Wednesday, June 25  Insects and Human Disease  
Dr. George Byers  
University of Kansas

Thursday, July 3  Floral Variation and Pollinators in Aquilegia  
Dr. C. Ritchie Bell  
University of North Carolina

Thursday, July 10  Host Variability and Geographic Distribution  
as Criteria for Determining the Phylogenetic  
Place of T.cestoidid Tapeworms  
Dr. Hugo A. James  
University of Bridgeport

SUNDAY EVENING SEMINARS

June 15  Ornithological Studies on Amchitca  
Dr. David W. Johnston  
University of Florida

June 22  Films: "The Tropical Rain Forest" and  
"The Oceans"  
Dr. J. Frank McCormick  
University of North Carolina

June 29  A Naturalist in Jamaica  
Dr. David W. Johnston  
University of Florida

July 6  Collecting Insects in Alaska  
Dr. George Byers  
University of Kansas

July 13  Ecological Effects of Nuclear War  
Dr. Frank McCormick  
University of North Carolina
SEMINARS

2nd Semester, 1969

THURSDAY EVENING SEMINARS

July 24

Energetics of Fat Deposition and Utilization in Migrating Indigo Buntings
Dr. David W. Johnston
University of Florida

July 31

Evolutionary Aspects of Polyploidy
Dr. C. Ritchie Bell
University of North Carolina

August 7

Adaptations in the Shore Fly Family (Ephyridae)
Dr. Dick L. Deorier
Miami University at Ohio

August 7

Field Trips and Vacationing in Scotland
Miss Alison F. McNaughton
University of Edinburgh

August 14

The Appalachians
Dr. Maurice Brooks
West Virginia University

SUNDAY EVENING SEMINARS

July 27

Travelogue of Greece
Dr. C. J. Alexopoulos

August 3

Travelogue of Dominica
Dr. Horton Hobbs
U.S. National Museum
1969 DIRECTORY

Adler, Kraig: Department of Biology, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Indiana 46556.
Alexopoulos, C. J.: Department of Botany, University of Texas, Austin, Texas 78746.
Andersen, Eileen F.: 213 Wayt Street, Staunton, Virginia 24401.
Angleberger, Mary Ann: 603 Green Street, Bridgewater, Virginia 22812.
Armbrister, Julia F.: 2250 Hall Place, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20007.
Barger, Crawford L.: K.F.D. #1, Box 78, Hardy, Virginia 24101.
Bazin, John B., Jr.: Box 32, Great Falls, Virginia 22066.
Bell, C. Ritchie: Department of Botany, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514.
Blackman, Evelyn C.: 3127 Holmes Run Road, Falls Church, Virginia 22042.
Bliss, John R.: 200 North Woodberry Avenue, Danville, Virginia 24541.
Briggs, Sallie: 2 Rayelston Place, Edinburgh 4, Scotland.
Brodherson, David P. P. O.: Box 5, West Dover, Vermont 05356.
Brooks, Maurice: Department of Wildlife Management, West Virginia University, Morgantown, West Virginia 26505.
Brooks, Nelson: Route 4, Shelby, North Carolina.
Brown, George E., III: Box 186, Rollins College, Winter Park, Florida 32804.
Byers, George W.: Department of Entomology, University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas 66044.
Calhoun, Margaret: 1501 Wilmington Avenue, Richmond, Virginia 23227.
Connell, Margaret J.: Department of Biology, University College, University of Richmond, 7 Franklin Street, Richmond, Virginia.
Cooper, John E.: 1282 Penfield Road, State College, Pennsylvania 16801.
Currence, Frederick A.: 1117 Ardmore Drive, Lynchburg, Virginia 24501.
Dellinger, Anne A.: 412A NW View Street, Bridgewater, Virginia 22812.
Deonier, Dick L.: Department of Zoology and Physiology, Miami University, Oxford, Ohio 45056.
Dey, Deborah: 9416 Ridge, St. Louis, Missouri 63114.
Dosier, Larry: Department of Biology, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia 22903.
Easterling, Carolyn: 2611 Wayside Drive, Richmond, Virginia 23235.
Edwards, Joan: Department of Zoology, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104.
Epperly, Brenda E.: Route 10, Box 624, Roanoke, Virginia 24017.
Evans, William Smith: 400 Oakridge Boulevard, Lynchburg, Virginia 24502.
Feder, W. A.: Department of Environmental Sciences, University of Massachusetts, Waltham, Massachusetts 02154.
Flynn, Kathleen: 740 Lyons Avenue, Charlottesville, Virginia 22901.
Fox, Ethel A.: 3134 Griffin Avenue, Richmond, Virginia 23222.
Frank, Mike: 6618 Skyline Court, Alexandria, Virginia 22307.
Frye, B. E.: Department of Zoology, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104.
Fulk, Jess D.: 821 Colonnade Drive, Charlottesville, Virginia 22901.
Greene, Lyford K.: 2 Herkimer Road, Scarsdale, New York 10583.
Greenbaum, Harold: Department of Entomology and Nematology, University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida 32601.
Griffith, Gary G.: Box 334, Shenandoah, Virginia 22849.
Harvey, Lorraine E.: 23 Fairview Avenue, New Providence, New Jersey 07974.
Hayes, Leora: 2611 Wayside Drive, Richmond, Virginia 23235.
Herrin, Martha F.: Route 1, Box 204A, McComb, Mississippi 39648.
Hinchliffe, Alice B.: 2841 Link Road, Lynchburg, Virginia 24503.
Hobbs, Horton: Department of Invertebrate Zoology, United States
Hornung, Don A.: 6401 Clearfield Street, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17111.
Howard, Shirley M.: 1835 North Main Street, Danville, Virginia 24541.
Hunter, Robert S., Jr.: 1105 Peck Lane, Cheshire, Connecticut 06410.
James, Hugo: University of Bridgeport, Bridgeport, Connecticut 06602.
Johnston, Andrew W. B.: 63 Spottiswoode Street, Edinburgh, Scotland.
Johnston, David W.: Department of Zoology, University of Florida,
Gainesville, Florida 32601.
King, Kenneth W.: 1317 Alfred Drive, Orlando, Florida 32810.
Kurtz, Elaine H.: 205 Suffolk Hall, SUNY at Geneseo, Geneseo, New
York 14454.
Levin, Malcolm: Draper's Meadow Apartments P-5, Blacksburg,
Virginia 24060.
Lynn, Jean E.: 53 Woodmere Apartments, Petersburg, Virginia 23803.
Medvid, Walter M.: 64 Forbell Drive, Norwalk, Connecticut 06850.
McNaughton, Alison F.: 2 Rayelston Place, Edinburgh 4, Scotland.
McCormick, J. Frank: Department of Botany, University of North
Carolina, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514.
Musselman, Lytton: Department of Botany and Zoology, University of
Wisconsin, Rock County Campus, Janesville, Wisconsin 53545.
Ohmart, Otto: 2760 Adeline, Cape Girardeau, Missouri 63701.
Owings, Elizabeth: 602 West Maple Street, Johnston City, Tennessee 37601.
Potter, Elizabeth V. M.: 3014 Dent Place, N. W., Apartment 20,
Washington, D. C. 20007.
Rhoton, Jack: Blackwater, Virginia 24221.
Richards, Ann V.: 905 Old Trent's Ferry Road, Lynchburg, Virginia 24503.
Riopel, J. L.: Department of Biology, University of Virginia, Char-
lottesville, Virginia 22903.
Robertson, Mrs. Charley G. (Edith R.): RFD 1, Box 14, Pembroke, Vir-
ginia 24136.
Rowland, Irene: 434 Brandon Avenue, Charlottesville, Virginia 22903.
Rowe, James Thomas, III: 1123 West Avenue, Richmond, Virginia 23220.
Ruisko, Frank: 240 Chestnut Street, S.W., Atlanta, Georgia 30314.
Salleé, Emily: Cox Hall 601, Longwood College, Farmville, Virginia 23901.
Salmons, Cathy Anne: Box 3614 Grogan, University of North Carolina,
Greensboro, North Carolina 27412.
Schwartz, Susan L.: Stratford, Virginia 22558.
Sharma, Gopal K.: Biology Department, University of Tennessee,
Martin, Tennessee 38237.
Sessoms, Ann H.: Department of Biology, Gilmer Hall, University
of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia 22903.
Simmons, Randall H.: Department of Geography, University of Vir-
ginia, Charlottesville, Virginia 22903.
Shroyer, Lois A.: 1091 Dayton-Lakeview Road, New Carlisle, Ohio 45344.
Smiley, James: Department of Biology, Northeast Louisiana State College, Monroe, Louisiana 71201.
Smith, Clifford J.: 5045 Fairgreen, Toledo, Ohio 43613.
Stotland, Dany1 A.: 2919 Soissons Avenue, Montreal, Quebec, Canada.
Taylor, Judith K.: 1635 North Main Street, Danville, Virginia 24541.
Tedesco, Patricia M.: Department of Biology, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia 22903.
Thompson, Ralph S.: 50 Astor Avenue, St. Johns, New York.
Vingiello, Madeline E.: J. E. Oglethorpe House, 998 South Lumpkin Street, Athens, Georgia 30601.
Waggoner, Gary S.: Department of Biology, Lynchburg College, Lynchburg, Virginia 24504.
Walton, Lucile: 1116 Richmond Boulevard, Danville, Virginia 24541.
Wompler, John T., II: 4917 Cumberland Street, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17111.
Warrington, Sarah J.: 461 South Highland, #18, Memphis, Tennessee 38111.
Wells, Shirley J.: Apartment 11, 1920 Swanson Drive, Charlottesville, Virginia 22903.
Weston, Wynn: 7610 Woodstream Drive, UNC-Charlotte, Charlotte, North Carolina.
Willis, Lloyd L.: Box 209, Route 1, Galax, Virginia 24333.
Wilson, Joyce: 2121 H Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20037

Hite, Carlton: Route 1, Pembroke, Virginia 24136.